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Abstract : DNA is damaged by various oxidative stresses. Oxidized DNA can increase 

mutations and the risk of cancer. Guanine is highly sensitive to several oxidative stresses due to 

its low oxidation potential. It is known that 2,2,4-triamino-5(2H)-oxazolone (Oz), 

iminoallantoin (Ia) and spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp) are oxidized guanine lesions. These 

oxidized bases can be paired with guanine and cause G:C-C:G transversions.  

   Although our previous results showed more effective incorporation of guanine opposite Oz 

compared to that opposite Ia or Sp (K. Kino et al., ChemBioChem, 2009), G:Oz base pair was 

less stable than G:Ia or G:Sp base pair by ab initio calculation (M. Suzuki et al., Molecules, 

2012). G:Oz forms two hydrogen bonds and is planar, while G:Ia and G:Sp have three hydrogen 

bonds and are nonplanar. We focus on the difference in the bulkiness of these lesions. Since 

DNA duplex containing a bulky damaged base tends to deviates from natural DNA duplex, we 

investigate whether DNA containing G:Oz as the non-bulky lesion is similar to natural DNA 

and more stable than that containing G:Ia or G:Sp as the bulky lesion. 

   We calculated the destabilization energies of the common parts except G:Oz, G:Ia or G:Sp. 

As a result, the structure of DNA duplex containing G:Oz was the most stable and more similar 

to the natural DNA. Since the DNA structure containing G:Oz has a little effect on bypass 

efficiency, our calculated results can account for the previous results that translesion synthesis 

across Oz was more effective than that across Ia or Sp. 
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Introduction 

   Various oxidative stresses-induced alterations in genomic information have been involved in 

carcinogenesis, aging, and other diseases. Since guanine has the lowest oxidation potential 

among the four bases, guanine is highly sensitive to several oxidative stresses. G:C-T:A and 

G:C-C:G transversions are observed in vivo; for instance, G:C-T:A and G:C-C:G transversions 

are detected with high frequency in codons 12 and 13 of the K-ras gene [1].  

   It is known that 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (8-oxoG) is a major oxidation product of guanine 

under various oxidative conditions (Figure 1). Since 8-oxoG can be paired with adenine but not 

guanine, 8-oxoG:A base pairs cause G:C-T:A transversions [2]; that is, it is assumed that 

G:C-C:G transversions are cause by the other oxidation products of guanine. 

   2,5-Diamino-4H-imidazol-4-one (Iz), an oxidation product of guanine and 8-oxoG [3], is 

hydrolyzed to 2,2,4-triamino-5(2H)-oxazolone (Oz) under physiological conditions (Figure 1) 

[3]. In our previous researches, incorporations of guanine opposite Oz were common in DNA 

polymerase α, β, γ, ε, η, I and IV [4,5]. We previously predicted that the G:Oz base pair is 

planar and has two hydrogen bonds (Figure 2) [4]. 

 
Figure 1. Oxidative products of guanine and 8-oxoG. 

 

   Guanidinohydantoin (Gh) and spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp) can be formed from the oxidation 

of 8oxoG (Figure 1). Gh is a major product under acidic conditions, and Sp is a representative 

product under basic conditions [6-9]. Although Gh is known to isomerize to iminoallantoin (Ia), 



it remains unclear which of these two isomers is predominant in DNA polymerization [10]. In 

our previous calculated data, G:Ia was more stable than G:Gh [11]. Thus, since we predict that 

Gh tautomerize to Ia when incorporation of guanine opposite Gh/Ia, we consider only Ia in the 

present study. In our previous study, incorporation of guanine opposite Oz is more effective 

than that opposite Gh/Ia and Sp, and translesion synthesis past Oz is more efficiently as well as 

incorporation efficiency [4,12]. By contrast, our calculated results showed that G:Oz was less 

stable than G:Ia and G:Sp owing to the difference in the number of hydrogen bonds (Figure 2) 

[11]. In order to resolve the contradiction between experimental results and calculated results, 

we focus on the difference in the bulkiness of these lesions: Oz has no sp3 carbon and is planar, 

and then G:Oz are less bulky than G:Ia and G:Sp (Figure 2). Thus, since DNA duplex 

containing a bulky damaged base tends to deviates from natural DNA duplex, we investigate the 

structural similarity to natural DNA and the stability in DNA duplex containing G:Oz, G:Ia or 

G:Sp by calculating the energies of common parts except each base pair. 

   

G:Oz G:Ia G:Sp 

Figure 2. The proposed G:Oz, G:Ia and G:Sp base pairs. 

 

 

Methods 

Molecular modelling  

   In this study, we constructed the DNA polymerase β (Pol β) –DNA complexes containing a 

G:X (X = C, Oz, S-Ia, R-Ia, S-Sp or R-Sp) base pair by the modification of the structure 

(PDBID:1BPY). The details of the construction method were presented in below. In all models, 

the incoming nucleotide (dCTP) was replaced with dATP, and the template G of incoming 

nucleotide was replaced with T. Complexes of Pol β with G:X base pair were built by replacing 

the G:C base pair at the 3’ terminus of the template-primer with G:X base pair optimized 

previously [11], respectively. The protein residues and other DNA base sequences remain 

unchanged. The geometries were minimized at the OPLS2005/water level using Macromodel 

9.0 (SCHRÖDINGER) with the fixed G:X base pair. 

 



Ab initio calculation  

   All atoms were removed except for the bases of G:X base pair, those of both adjacent base 

pairs to G:X base pair, the 2-deoxyribose C1’ carbons and C1’ H from the minimized structures. 

Two H atoms were then attached to the C1’ methine, respectively, to complete the 

N-methylated nucleobases (Figure 2). A:T base pair on the 5’-side of X was referred to as 

“A1T1”, and G:X base pair was referred to as “G2X2”. G:C base pair on the 3’-side of X was 

referred to as “G3C3” (Figure 3, 4).  

   The destabilization energies (ΔE1) of “A1T1” of G:X complexes in vacuo were calculated at 

the B3LYP/6-31G** level using Gaussian 03 (Gaussian Inc., Wallingford, CT, USA) [13]. 

Moreover, to estimate the energies in water, the SCRF values of these base pairs were 

calculated using the Onsanger reaction field model and a dielectric constant of 78.39. The 

destabilization energies (ΔE1+3) of “A1T1+G3C3”, the both adjacent base pairs to G:X base pair, 

were calculated in vacuo and in water, in addition to the calculation of ΔE1. The calculated heat 

of formation of the base pairs is defined in eq. (1, 2): 

ΔE1 = | E(“A1T1” of G:X complex (X = C)) – E(“A1T1” of G:X complex) | (1)  

ΔE1+3 = | E(“A1T1+G3C3” of G:X complex (X = C)) – E(“A1T1+G3C3” of G:X complex) | (2)  

 

 
Figure 3. The outlines of the method. Each DNA polymerase β (Pol β) –DNA complexe 

containing an G:X (X = C, Oz, a, R-Ia, S-Sp or R-Sp) base pair was minimized. G:X and the 

both adjacent base pairs to G:X were depicted in Figure 4. “A1T1” was A:T base pair on the 

5’-side of X, “G2X2” was G:X base pair, and “G3C3” was G:C base pair on the 3’-side of X. The 

destabilization energies of “A1T1” (ΔE1) and “A1T1+G3C3” (ΔE1+3) were calculated as the 

common parts except the each G2X2. 



(a) 

 

(b) 

 
G2C2 G2Oz2 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
G2S-Ia2 G2R-Ia2 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 
G2S-Sp2 G2R-Sp2 

Figure 4. The minimized geometries of “A1T1, G2X2, G3C3” containing X2= (a) C, (b) Oz, (c) 

S-Ia, (d) R-Ia, (e) S-Sp or (f) R-Sp in side view from minor groove. 

 



Results and Discussion 

   Our previous study showed that the calculated stabilization energy of G:X base pair is in the 

following order: G:S-Ia > G:R-Ia >> G:R-Sp > G:S-Sp >> G:Oz. In this study, the DNA 

polymerase β (Pol β) –DNA complexes containing an G:X (X = C, Oz, S-Ia, R-Ia, S-Sp or R-Sp) 

base pair were built by modification of the structure in PDB. These geometries were minimized, 

and then we focused on G:X base pair and both adjacent base pairs to G:X base pair in 

minimized DNA (Figure 4). The minimized structure containing G2Oz2 (Figure 4b) seemed to 

resemble that containing natural G2C2 (Figure 4a). Therefore, we evaluated the destabilization 

caused by the oxidized guanine lesion by calculating the energies of common parts except each 

base pair “G2X2”.  

   As the energies of common parts except the G:Oz, G:Ia or G:Sp base pair, we used the 

destabilization energies of “A1T1” (ΔE1) base pair on the 5’-side of X2. ΔE1 of Oz, S-Ia, R-Ia, 

S-Sp and R-Sp were defined as eq.1 and were calculated (Table 1). The calculated ΔE1 of the 

most stable base pair, ΔE1 of R-Ia, was 0.50 kcal/mol in vacuo. ΔE1 of Oz was 1.26 kcal/mol, 

and it was the second most. ΔE1 of S-Sp (2.13 kcal/mol) was more stable than ΔE1 of R-Sp 

(12.55 kcal/mol). In water, ΔE1 derived DNA duplex containing G:X was in the following 

order: R-Ia > Oz > S-Ia > S-Sp > R-Sp, as well as in vacuo. The calculated stabilization energies 

in water differed by ~0.19 kcal/mol of those in vacuo.  

 

Table 1. The destabilization energies (kcal/mol) of “A1T1” (ΔE1) and “A1T1+G3C3” (ΔE1+3), 

obtained from the minimized geometries. 

 A1T1 A1T1+G3C3 
X a ΔE1

DFT, b ΔE1
SCRF, b ΔE1+3

DFT, b ΔE1+3
SCRF, b 

Oz  1.26   1.07   1.13  1.00  
S-Ia  1.38   1.26   4.08  4.46  
R-Ia  0.50   0.56   4.77  4.58  
S-Sp  2.13   2.07   4.83  5.27  
R-Sp 12.55  12.36  18.26  18.26  

a X = the damage contained in the minimized structure 
b ΔEDFT, in vacuo; ΔESCRF, SCRF = Dipole, dilectric = 78.39, in water 

 

Kornyushyna et al. revealed that incorporation of guanine and the extension past Gh/Ia are 

more efficient than that past Sp [12]. Therefore, our calculated results, ΔE1 of S-Ia and R-Ia 

were more stable than ΔE1 of S-Sp and R-Sp, corresponded with the published results. However, 



ΔE1 of Oz was less stable than ΔE1 of R-Ia in our calculated data, which can not explain the 

previous experimental results that translesion synthesis past Oz is more efficient than that past 

Ia [4]. That is, it is necessary to consider the stability of the both adjacent base pairs 

“A1T1+G3C3” to G:X rather than the stability of “A1T1” base pair on the 5’-side of X2, as a way 

to assess the stability of the DNA duplex containing oxidation products. 

   The destabilization energies (ΔE1+3) of the both adjacent base pairs “A1T1+G3C3” to G2X2, 

“A1T1” base pair on the 5’-side of X2 and “G3C3” base pair on the 3’-side of X, were defined as 

eq.2 and were calculated individually (Table 1). Our calculated data surprisingly showed that 

ΔE1+3 of Oz was 1.13 kcal/mol in vacuo, and it was the smallest among all damages. That is, 

“A1T1+G3C3” derived DNA duplex containing G:Oz was the most stable. ΔE1+3 of S-Ia (4.08 

kcal/mol) was more stable than ΔE1+3 of R-Ia (4.77 kcal/mol) in vacuo. In ΔE1+3 of Sp, S 

configuration (4.83 kcal/mol) was more stable than R configuration (18.26 kcal/mol). In water, 

ΔE1+3 derived DNA duplex containing G:X was in the following order: Oz > S-Ia > R-Ia > S-Sp 

> R-Sp. In other words, there is no difference in the order of the stability in vacuo and in water, 

which were common to both ΔE1 and ΔE1+3. 

   In a previous report, the stalling of polymerases is accounted for by serious disruption of 

crucial polymerase-DNA interaction caused by bulky lesion [14]. In the present study, ΔE1+3 of 

Oz was the most stable, which showed that DNA duplex containing G:Oz is more similar to the 

natural DNA. That is, our calculated data can account for the previous experimental results that 

translesion synthesis across Oz was more effective than Ia or Sp [4,12]. Moreover, in order to 

evaluate the stability of the DNA duplex containing G:Oz, G:Ia or G:Sp, calculating the 

energies of “A1T1” on the 5’-side of X2 was not enough, but it was sufficient to calculate the 

energies of the both adjacent base pairs “A1T1+G3C3” to “G2X2”. We will add a discussion about 

the effect of the bulkiness of Oz, Ia and Sp on “A1T1” and “A1T1+G3C3” derived DNA duplex 

containing G:X base pair by parameterizing the distortion of DNA in the future. 

 

Conclusions 

   In order to evaluate the destabilization caused by DNA containing G:Oz, G:Ia or G:Sp, we 

calculated the energies of “A1T1” (ΔE1) on the 5’-side of X as the common parts of DNA duplex 

including each G:X base pair. As a result, ΔE1 of S-Ia and R-Ia were more stable than ΔE1 of 

S-Sp and R-Sp in both in vacuo and in water, which corresponded to the previous experimental 

results that incorporation of guanine and the extension past Gh/Ia are more efficient than that 

past Sp [12]. However, in our calculated data, ΔE1 of Oz was less stable than ΔE1 of R-Ia: Our 



data could not account for the previous experimental results that translesion synthesis past Oz is 

more efficient than that past Ia [4]. Thus, we calculated the energies (ΔE1+3) of the both adjacent 

base pairs “A1T1+G3C3” to G:X. As a result, ΔE1+3 of Oz was the most stable, which showed that 

DNA duplex containing G:Oz is more similar to the natural DNA. That is, this structural 

similarity to natural DNA is the reason why translesion synthesis across Oz is more efficiently 

than that across Ia or Sp.  
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